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For all potential counterparties:

Tasweeq is committed to conducting business with the highest ethical standards. Accordingly, Tasweeq requires its
valued potential customers to provide certain information for evaluation purposes. Therefore, we kindly request you to
provide the following information. Please send the information to:

Section A. Corporate Details and Structure:

Official company name:
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Official company address:

I
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Country and year of incorporation:
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Type of company (Le. publicly held or private; if publicly held, please indicate stock exchange in which the
company is traded):

I
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Nameof ultimate parent company:
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Nameof subsidiaries:
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ISection B. Directors:

Please provide the following information for all the directors and officers of the company. Officers shall include, at least,
the chief executive officer (or similar), chief financial officer (or similar), chief operations officer (or similar) and general
counsel (or similar).
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!section C. Shareholders:

Please provide the following information about the individuals who are the ultimate shareholders of the company and who
hold (actually or beneficially) 5% or more of the company's shares. If your company is a subsidiary, we require the
information of the individuals who are the shareholders of the ultimate parent company. This information is not required
for publicly held companies (companies traded in a stock exchange).
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ISection D. Business Details:

Brief description of the company's current type of business:

Years of experience in current business:

Countries in which the company operates or conducts business:

Name and contact details of business references of customers:

Name and contact details of bank references (banks with which company conduct business):

s

ISection E. Financial Information:

*

If the company has audited financial statements, please provide a copy of the audited financial statements for
the past 2 years. Otherwise, please provide a copy of the unaudited financial statements for the past 2 years.

In addition, please provide copies of the annual reports and other published information for the past 2 years.
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(section F. Other (nformation=

Has the company changed its corporate name in the past 5 years? (If yes, please provide details of previous
nameor names):

Hasthe company been reincorporated or domiciled in a different jurisdiction in the past 5 years? (If yes, please
provide details):

Has the company been subject to a major reorganization (e.g.merger, spin-off, bankruptcy proceedings) in the
past 5 years? (If yes, please provide details):

I hereby (i) acknowledge and affirm that the statements and answers provided are current, full, complete, and
true; and, (ii) authorize Tasweeq to conduct any investigation related to the company or the information
provided.

ISignature:

I Name and Title:

I Date:


